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A novel reconstruction method of nanometer micro-displacement of Fabry–Perot (F-P) interference is proposed in this
study. Hilbert transforms are performed for F-P interference fringes, and the obtained signal performs tangent operation
with the original signal. Finally, the validity of the proposed algorithm and the structure are verified by simulation and
several experimental measurements for vibration. Results from the experiments show that the maximum relative error
is 4.9%.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, optical fiber detection, especially the Fabry–
Perot interferometer (FPI), is of great importance because of
its high reliability, high resolution, immunity to electromagnetic
interference, low fabrication cost, and ease of construction[1].
Compared with other traditional interferometers, such as the
Michelson interferometer and Mach–Zehnder interferometer,
which need two relatively independent light paths, the FPI is
composed of two half-reflective surfaces or a cavity between
a half-reflective surface and a total reflective surface, which
shows a high stability[2]. Thus, Fabry–Perot (F-P) sensors are
applied to many domains, such as the measurement of acceler-
ation[3], strain[4], gas pressure[5], temperature[6], magnetic
field[7], mechanical vibration[8], displacement[9], and acoustic
wave[10].
In the field of micro-displacement reconstruction, the tradi-

tional demodulation method mostly uses interference fringe
counting, which has low accuracy. Kent proposed the principle
of normal phase-shifted outer F-P optical fiber sensors in 1990.
Although this proposed method constructs orthogonal phase, it
introduces complex hardware structure and requires careful
operation[11]. In 2002, Seat et al. proposed a structure composed
of a partially coated gradient-index lens and a movable reflector
to get the quadrature phase, making the ensemble expensive[12].
Xia et al. proposed a phase interrogation method with two

wavelengths in 2017. However, the method requires two mono-
chromatic beams[13]. Liao et al. proposed a construction with
direct phase modulation by a built-in electro-optic modulator
in 2017. Despite the improved accuracy, this method of adding
phase modulation makes integrating the sensor difficult[14].
In 2019, Domingues et al. presented the F-P interference by
using an alternative high-rate dynamic acquisition methodology
based on the conversion of frequency. Although this method
can achieve dynamic data acquisition, the devices used are dif-
ficult to acquire[15]. In the same year, Gomes et al. proposed
an FPI system based on the optical Vernier effect to improve
sensitivity and resolution, which requires the construction of
two FPI cavities and creates a lot of trouble for measurement[16].
Zhu et al. used this method to demodulate absolute dis-
placement in 2017, which has higher requirements on the
equipment[17].
To simplify the model of the vibration measurement system,

reduce the cost, and improve its precision, we proposed a new
method to reconstruct the F-P interference signal of vibration
based on the Hilbert transform. Then, we performed one and
three Hilbert transforms, respectively, for the left and right of
the F-P interference fringes’ reverse point on one period.
Through the tangent operation, we obtained the original signal
from the phase information. Finally, the phase can be demodu-
lated by an arctangent, and the reconstitution of vibration signal
can be achieved by an algorithm.
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2. Theoretical Analysis and Simulation

2.1. Principle of F-P interferometer and Hilbert transform

FPI was invented by physicists Fabry and Perot in 1897[18]. In
this paper, the structure of the FPI is based on the end face of
the fiber and the surface of vibrating objects. The two beams
of reflected light interfere, which is called the FPI, as shown
in Fig. 1. Incident light Pi on the end face of the optical fiber
returns part of the light, Po1, and the transmitted light incident
on target returns light, Po2. The returned light meets on the end
face of the optical fiber, resulting in interference.
In this study, we used the fiber end face of a port of the coupler

and the mirror on the piezoelectric transducer (PZT) to con-
struct the F-P cavity interference structure (see Fig. 2). Owing
to the approximate 4% reflectivity of the optical fiber end face,
as shown in Ref. [19], the F-P cavity interference structure in this
experiment can be approximated as double beam interfer-
ence[20], because multiple reflected beams are so weak that they
can be ignored.
It reflects the results of two reflected powers, namely, R1 and

R2, which can be expressed as follows:

Pr�t� = Pi

h
R1 � R2 − 2

����������
R1R2

p
cos φ�t�

i
, (1)

where Pi and Pr are incident light power and reflected light
power, respectively. R1 and R2 are reflected light power of
the reflected surface (R1, R2 ≪ 1). φ�t� denotes the total phase
shift from one reflective surface to the other, which can be
expressed as[21]

φ�t� = 4πnL�t�
λ

, (2)

where n is the refractive index (the medium in the cavity is
air, n = 1), L�t� is the total variation of the cavity length of
the FPI, and λ is the optical wavelength. Equation (1) shows that
the reflected power P can be changed by changing the phase
shift:

φ�t� = φinitial � ΔφL�t�, (3)

ΔφL�t� =
4π
λ
ΔL�t�: (4)

Thus, Eq. (4) can be converted to

ΔL�t� = λΔφL�t�
4π

: (5)

The DFB laser is a distributed feedback laser, the PD is a
photodetector, and the laser trap is used to prevent the reflection
light of the fiber end face. The PD filters out the high-frequency
component, so it detects the interference term in Eq. (1). The
coefficient before the interference term is filtered by the nor-
malization function of the acquisition card. Because of the
non-monotonicity of the cosine signal, the application range
of the cosine signal demodulation is small.
To demodulate useful phase information with high precision,

we propose a new algorithm based on theHilbert transform. The
expression for the Hilbert transform[22] is

H�X�t�� = 1
π

Z �∞

−∞

X�τ�
t − τ

dτ: (6)

By substituting the interference item of Eq. (1) into Eq. (6), the
following expression can be obtained:

Hfcos�φF�t��g =
1
π

Z �∞

−∞

cos�φF�τ��
t − τ

dτ: (7)

We calculated Eq. (7), and then we derived the following
formula:

Hfcos�φF�t��g = cos�φF�t��*
1
πt

: (8)

We take the Fourier transform of the above equation, given by
the following expression:

F fHfcos�φF�t��gg
= F fcos�φF�t��g · �−j · sgn�ω��

=

(
Ffcos�φF�t��g · �−j�, ω ≥ 0,

Ffcos�φF�t��g · j, ω < 0:
(9)

In terms of the spectrum, the positive frequency part of our
original signal is multiplied by −j, which means that the phase
is shifted by π=2. The imaginary part of the analytical signal after
the Hilbert transform of the FPI signal has the phase difference
of −π=2 compared with the original signal. When three Hilbert
transformations are applied to the original signal, the virtual part
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Fig. 1. FPI schematic diagram.
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Fig. 2. Experimental schematic diagram.
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and the original interference signal have a phase shift of 3�π=2�
(mathematically, the phase shift is −π=2). As the inverted point
of the interference fringe reflects the change of the vibration
direction, the change of the reconstructive vibration direction
is realized through three Hilbert transforms to avoid using sym-
bolic functions. In the signal processing of harmonic motion, we
use the midpoint of each period of the interference fringe as the
reverse point. Through the algorithm, tan �φ�t�� is derived.
The algorithm block diagram is shown in Fig. 3. The black

arrow in Fig. 3(a) represents the inverted point. The original
interference waveform cos �φF�t�� and the target vibration
inverted point are shown in Fig. 3(a). The right side of reversal
point in the interference pattern performs one Hilbert transfor-
mation, and the left side performs three Hilbert transformations,
as shown in Fig. 3(b). It is written as sin �φF�t��. Finally,
tan �φ�t�� can be obtained. Then, we can get the phase informa-
tion φF�t� of the interference signal, as shown in Fig. 3(c). By
using the relationship between phase and cavity length, as given
in Eq. (5), the target vibration can be realized without the use of
symbolic functions in Fig. 3(d).

2.2. Results of simulation

To obtain convincing results, we first simulate the FPI signal and
the reconstruction signal, as shown in Fig. 4. The motion is
driven by zero initial phase and a peak-to-peak value of 6.2 μm.
The simulated wavelength of the light source is 1550 nm, and the
frequency of the vibration is 5 Hz. The sampling frequency is
50 kHz, and 4000 sampling points exist. The values of the
parameters and variables in the simulation are listed in Table 1.
Figure 4(a) shows the simulation fringe of F-P interference.

As shown in Fig. 4(b), the red fringes present the FPI signal,
and the blue ones present the signal after Hilbert transforms.
Figure 4(c) shows the simulated harmonic motion in red and
reconstruction vibration in blue. Figure 4(d) shows the absolute
errors between reference and vibration reconstruction. Dividing
the maximum absolute error by the peak-to-peak value, the

maximum relative error is obtained. Thus, the maximum rela-
tive error of simulation is approximately 1.48%.

3. Experimental Results and Discussion

3.1. Experiment

The experimental device for micro-vibration measurement is
shown in Fig. 5. The platform used in this experiment is the opti-
cal vibration isolation platform (THORLABS, PTR52509),
which can effectively isolate the influence of environmental
vibration. The light source is provided by a DFB with a wave-
length of 1550 nm (THORLABS, S3FC1550). A well-performing
isolator is built into the laser to prevent the reflected light from
entering the laser cavity and forming self-mixing interference,

Fig. 3. Reconstruction diagram of phase position.

Fig. 4. Simulation of the FPI signal and the reconstruction signal.

Table 1. Values of the Variables in Simulations.

Variables Definition Values

λ Laser initial wavelength 1550 nm

L Original external cavity length between the laser and
the target

0.1 m

f Frequency of the vibration 5 Hz

ΔL Peak-to-peak value of the vibration 6.2 μm

DFB Laser

Coupler

PD

USB-4431 PC PZT Driver

PZT

Laser Trap

Fig. 5. Schematic of the experimental setup.
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which affects the interference signal. At the same time, the DFB
has a temperature control function, which can accurately control
the laser temperature at 25°C. The laser is divided into two
beams of light by a 2 × 2 coupler (THORLABS, TN1550R5A2)
with a 50/50 ratio. One beam of light is connected to the light
trap (THORLABS, FTFC1). The laser trap is used to avoid
the interference of the light reflected from the end of the coupler.
The other beam enters the F-P cavity formed by the end face of
the fiber with smooth processing and the reflective mirror on the
PZT to interfere. Among them, 4% of the light reflected from the
end face of the fiber is used as the reference arm, and the beam
carrying vibration information reflected back to the end face of
the emitted fiber by the mirror on PZT is used as the measure-
ment arm. The interference signal that returns to the input
direction through the coupler is collected by the PD collector
(THORLABS, DET01CFC) on the other port and is then con-
verted into a digital signal through the 24 bit data acquisition
card (NI, USB-4431). Finally, the digital signal is processed
through collection program to recover the vibration of the object
on the PC. All experiments are carried out at the room temper-
ature of 25°C.
The harmonic wave is set as a sinusoidal wave. The peak-to-

peak value is set as 1.55–4.65 μm, and 1.55 μm is used as the step
size to carry out the experiment, data acquisition, and algorithm
reconstruction. The sampling frequency of the experimental sig-
nals is 100 kHz.

The experimental signal and reconstruction are shown in
Fig. 6. The vibration frequency of the PZT is 3 Hz, and the vibra-
tion peak-to-peak value is 3.1 μm. In Fig. 6(a), the red is the
interference signal obtained by the experiment, and the blue
stripe is the Hilbert transformation performed on the signal.
In Fig. 6(b), the red is the set vibration track, and the blue is
the reconstructed vibration track. In Fig. 6(c), the curve is the
error. The experimental error is shown in Table 2.

3.2. Error analysis

Many reasons can explain the errors in the vibration measure-
ment methods in this study. A difference between simulated and
experimental results can be mainly caused by three factors, such
as mechanical noise, light noise, and electromagnetic noise.
First, the optical fiber is sensitive to environmental disturbance.
This error can be reduced by fixing the optical fiber to the optical
isolation table with tape and using a high-performance optical
vibration isolation platform. Second, the light emitted by the
light source is not a complete single-frequency signal, so the
signals with Hilbert transform may interfere with each other.
Finally, the section of photoelectric conversion, which includes
PD and data acquisition card, can produce electromagnetic
noise. A grounding operation can reduce the error effectively.
In addition, the difference of laser wavelength produces error.
Thus, the DFB with temperature control and the controlling
of room temperature are necessary.

4. Conclusion

A novel micro-displacement reconstruction method based on
Hilbert transform for the FPI signal is proposed. The whole
vibration measuring system has a simple structure, low cost,
and convenient reconstruction process. The FPI is constructed
of a coupler with a fiber optic end face and a total reflector. Then,
the tangent signal is constructed using the Hilbert transforms of
the interference signal repeatedly to realize the reconstruction of
micro-displacement. This paper provides a useful exploration
for micro-displacement measurement and interference signal
reconstruction.
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